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ORGANIZATIONAL OVERVIEW 
For over 35 years, The Nature Conservancy in Nevada 
has stood on the front lines of our most pressing 
environmental concerns, working to safeguard the 
state’s land, water, wildlife and way of life. Facing 
unprecedented and evolving challenges across the 
state and around the globe, we’re poised to innovate 
solutions for the next 35 years and beyond to protect 
the health of our lands and waters while mitigating and 
adapting to a changing climate. 
 
OUR HISTORY, MISSION AND VISION 
The Nature Conservancy is a global environmental 
nonprofit working to create a world where people and 
nature can thrive. Founded as a land trust in the United 
States in 1951, The Nature Conservancy has grown 
and evolved far beyond those roots to become one of 
the most effective and wide-reaching environmental 
organizations in the world. Thanks to more than a 
million members and the dedicated efforts of our 
diverse staff and more than 400 scientists, we impact 
conservation in 79 countries and territories across 
six continents. Guided by science and rooted in  
collaboration, our mission is to conserve the lands and 

waters on which all life depends. Our vision is a world 
where the diversity of life thrives, and people act to 
conserve nature for its own sake and its ability to fulfill 
our needs and enrich our lives. 
 
POSITION OVERVIEW 
The Nature Conservancy is seeking a strong leader for 
Nevada State Director as we execute on our ambitious 
conservation goals. A trusted name in conservation 
within the state and beyond, The Nature Conservancy 
in Nevada has worked to protect the state’s cherished 
landscapes and develop sound science to support 
ecology, the economy, and innovative conservation. 
With a strong and talented staff located across the state, a 
Board of Trustees comprised of 13 members, and a 
resilient, robust program in place, this role offers a 
unique opportunity to design and implement a strategic 
approach to Nevada’s conservation priorities—and to 
help shape a resilient, viable future for all Nevadans. 
 The Nevada State Director drives the Nevada 
Chapter’s conservation strategy, public policy 
leadership, and fundraising functions.  She/ he works 
closely with the Nevada Board of Trustees to create 
and implement the Chapter’s conservation strategies 
in alignment with The Nature Conservancy’s Shared  
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The Silver State is a great place to call home and to accomplish conservation at a scale afforded by few 
other places. Vast tracts of public lands and varying ecosystems means conservation opportunities vary 
from the headwaters of mighty rivers to the sagebrush sea, and from the eastern Sierra to the Mojave Desert. 
Surprisingly to many, Nevada is the 3rd most urban state, but the 9th lowest population so there are 
impressive opportunities to work in both urban areas and in vast open spaces. This diversity of landscape, 
coupled with species diversity (11th in the nation), makes Nevada an exciting place to practice conservation. 
With this backdrop, The Nature Conservancy (TNC) is hard at work in Nevada tackling the biggest threats 
to lands and waters across the Silver State so people and nature can thrive. We strive to ensure that our 
work is not only ecologically sound, but responsive to the community’s social and economic needs. With a 
strong track record of success and many exciting opportunities in front of us, TNC is seeking a talented new 
Nevada State Director who can advance the agenda of our core conservation work, while developing 
innovative solutions for new and emerging challenges both within and beyond the borders of Nevada. 
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Conservation Agenda priorities. She/he also ensures 
a work environment that is diverse, equitable, and 
inclusive. 
 

See position description for a more detailed breakdown of 
this position’s essential functions, minimum qualifications 

and preferred knowledge, skills and experience. 
 
 
WHY OUR WORK MATTERS 
 
LANDS: The Nature Conservancy in Nevada has 
worked with partners to conserve over one million 
acres of rangelands, wetlands, wet meadows and 
forests. With 85% of Nevada’s land area owned and 
managed by the federal government, the 
Conservancy has focused on protecting and restoring 
critical private lands along the Amargosa, Truckee, 
Carson, and Walker rivers. By bringing powerful 
planning tools and scientific analysis to species’ 
habitat needs, the Conservancy has also shaped 
management practices on public lands in beneficial 
ways, like for sage grouse and desert tortoise. The 
chapter participates in two multistate Conservancy 
partnerships, the Colorado River Program and the 
Sagebrush Sea Program, to leverage results in 
Nevada for greater impacts at a system scale. 
 
 
FRESHWATER: Nevada’s most valuable 
resource—water—also poses one of the biggest 
conservation challenges for our future. Water is 
essential for homes, businesses, recreation, plants 
and wildlife, and ways of life in rural and urban 
communities across Nevada. In the nation’s driest 
state, planning for Nevada's water future is not an 
easy task. As demand for water increases, rainfall 
and snowpacks change, droughts hit and water is 
depleted, many questions remain about how 
Nevada will meet its many water needs. The choices 
we make today in response to increasing water 
scarcity will have effects on Nevada’s communities, 
economy, and landscapes for generations to come. 
Finding solutions for Nevada’s water issues requires 
planning with a long-term view. With The Nature 
Conservancy’s science-based approach, successful  
on-the-ground conservation track record, and 
diverse partnerships, we are helping Nevada move 
toward a better water future for people and nature.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

RENEWABLE ENGERGY: The Mojave Desert is one 
of the most promising areas in the world for 
developing solar energy. That economic opportunity 
is important to Nevada's future, but if not done 
carefully, utility-scale developments can have very 
serious environmental consequences. They can 
fragment habitats for threatened species like desert 
tortoise and pose threats to birds and other wildlife—
even fish. But there is hope. Problems can be 
avoided by building these developments in the right 
places. That's what we're helping accomplish. The 
Nature Conservancy's goal is to encourage the 
development of clean energy while protecting the 
desert’s unique landscapes and ecology. We are 
helping to facilitate development in the smartest way 
possible by working with companies, government 
agencies and local communities to use our science 
to help inform decisions about where development 
makes sense. One of the best examples of how we're 
doing this is our Mining the Sun initiative, which is 
working to advance development and storage of 
renewable energy on old mine sites and other 
brownfields (previously developed areas).  
 
TNC’s work touches down everywhere. In all these 
endeavors, science is fundamental. Dedicated teams of 
scientists at TNC, working within Nevada and around the 
world, help guide strategic planning, inform the 
implementation of strategies, measure conservation results, 
and support adaptive management. 
 
 
IDEAL CANDIDATE SEARCH IMAGE 
Above all, TNC is seeking a strong, forward-thinking 
strategic leader, capable of engaging and inspiring staff 
and trustees and the many donors, partners, and 
stakeholders we work with and depend on. This leader will 
possess a deep love for nature and the environment, an 
understanding and passion for conservation in Nevada, 
an ability to raise funds, a strong desire to listen and learn 
from others with varied perspectives and experiences, 
and proven track record in leadership. Background 
experience in conservation and the culture in Nevada is 
a plus. Below are some of the specific experiences and 
skills that would further enable this candidate. 
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STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP AND 
COLLABORATIVE MANAGEMENT: 
• Appreciation for the important role that science 

plays in the design, implementation and 
measurement of land and water conservation 
and stewardship. An ability to “zoom in, zoom 
out” from regional view to local view and 
experience leading and participating in 
strategic planning efforts to influence large, 
complex systems. 

• Extensive and proven management 
experience, including ability to motivate, lead, 
set objectives and manage the performance of 
a large multi- disciplinary team. 

• Ability to inspire and be inspired by a board of 
trustees, donors and partners, working to align 
vision and strategy for greater impact. Proven 
fundraising and/or sales experience with private 
individual donors, foundations, government 
agencies and business. 

• Understanding and interest in working with 
government agencies and the legislative 
process, especially in the realms of sustainable 
development, energy, climate, water, the 
environment or related fields. 

• Experience managing a portfolio of initiatives 
that utilize cross functional teams, as well as 
some experience serving as the 
champion/leader who is accountable for 
outcomes. 

• Understanding and experience with strategic 
financial management, including long-term 
sustainability and complex budget management in 
a large organization: grants, donations, 
endowments, indirect costs, personnel costs and 
benefits, etc. 

• Ability to attract, develop and retain diverse 
staff talent, trustees and donors critical to 
mission success. Success building workplace 
climates that are fair, inclusive and equitable, 
where every staff member feels they belong and 
can offer their maximum contribution to the 
Shared Conservation Agenda and all of TNC’s 
operations. Ability to diagnose needs of staff 
and support different leadership, management 
and work styles within a learning organization. 

 
 
 

 

DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION: 
• Exposure to various cultures, geographies, 

nationalities, ethnicities and points of view, 
appreciating the basis of each person’s worldview. 

• Exposure to various economic sectors in order to 
appreciate the vastness of experience and expertise 
of others outside their field of interest, such as 
financial, agricultural, manufacturing, technology, 
government, natural resources, education, etc. 

• Demonstrated respect for committing to local, on- 
the-ground involvement with people, communities 
and cultures, with awareness and sensitivity to their 
economic realities. 

• Understanding of Nevada’ unique history, heritage 
and culture; aptitude and capability to work closely 
with communities large or small, rural or urban, etc. 

 
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION 
SKILLS: 
• Intuitive listening skills, and curiosity for the 

motivations of all parties, seeking intersections 
among differing perspectives and viewpoints. 

• Capacity to advocate successfully using science 
and data, communicate with authenticity and 
credibility and exert influence by being a role 
model for people, programs and ethics. Ability to 
engage others through dynamic, empathetic and 
articulate presentations and dialogue, conveying 
contagious enthusiasm that engenders a shared 
vision for the future. 

• Ability to communicate love of nature and passion 
for conservation in an inspiring, motivating and 
positive way. 
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MEASURING SUCCESS FOR 
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY IN 
NEVADA: 
• Conservation: Innovative and effective conservation 

programs that enhance partnerships, raise awareness 
and achieve long-term results for people and nature. 

• Fundraising: Expanding base of strong supporters 
and the enabling conditions to realize the potential 
of this well-populated, well-resourced and 
influential state. 

• Financial Health: Maintaining and building upon 
the legacy of responsible and sustainable financial 
growth, securing sufficient operating funds to 
achieve conservation goals. 

• Leadership: Demonstrating strong leadership and 
collaboration to develop, resource and implement 
shared priorities with internal and external partners, 
especially as related to Shared Conservation 
Agenda priorities. 

• Reputation: Strong brand and image for The 
Nature Conservancy, and a sense of confidence 
and trust, held among the populations we work 
with. 

• People: Engaging board, staff, donors and partners 
in ways that contribute to shared priorities in 
Nevada and North America. Building a strong 
team of staff and volunteers within a diverse, 
equitable and inclusive culture and workplace. 
Key emphasis on providing staff development 
opportunities and thoughtful succession 
planning. 

 
HOW TO APPLY 
Visit   nature.org/careers   and   apply   online   with 
required cover letter & resume to Job ID 48832. All 
resumes and cover letters must be submitted 
through The Nature Conservancy’s online 
application system. 

 
The application deadline is August 16, 2020. If you 
experience technical problems with the site or 
application process, please contact 
applyhelp@tnc.org and include the Job ID. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
CONTACT WITH QUESTIONS OR REFERRALS 

Carol Hodge, Senior Executive Recruiter 
chodge@tnc.org 

 
The Nature Conservancy is an Equal Opportunity 
Employer. Our commitment to diversity includes the 
recognition that our conservation mission is best 
advanced by the leadership and contributions of people 
of diverse backgrounds, beliefs and cultures. Recruiting 
and mentoring staff to create an inclusive organization 
that reflects our global character is a priority and we 
encourage applicants from all cultures, races, colors, 
religions, sexes, national or regional origins, ages, disability 
status, sexual orientations, gender identities, military or 
veteran status or other status protected by law. 
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